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Facilitator Preparation and Planning – Pre-Match Mentor Training 
 
The goal of this training module is to equip organizations that provide mentoring services to adolescents impacted by 
parental incarceration with enhanced training resources and tools to support positive mentor‐mentee match outcomes. 
As staff prepare for mentor training, they should familiarize themselves with the content, training flow and scripts, 
slides, materials list, and activities in advance of the training session. 
 
You will be leading a 45‐minute presentation and discussion for mentors to begin understanding how incarceration and 
other traumatic events can negatively impact youth. This includes a brief introduction to the complete pre‐match 
training and its intention. Use the PowerPoint presentation to highlight key concepts. If you don’t have an LCD  
projector, chart paper can us d to capture key concepts but the chart paper should be prepared prior to the training. 
Complete instructions are provided below. 
 
Activity Preparation 

1. Be sure you have read and thoroughly comprehend the information and implications of the impact of 
incarceration on children and families that have been provided in the Staff Training for Module 1. Although you 
are only introducing these concepts to mentors at this time, you will need to be able to explain the concepts 
and principles in your own words. 

2. Walk through the trainer guide below and practice the script several times to ensure you are solid on delivery. 
3. Print the PowerPoint in Notes view; your script and actions are located there (Module 1 – Intro and Impact of 

Incarceration on Children and their Families PPT). Note: If you are not using an LCD projector, print the script 
below and use a flip chart to illustrate the topics as presented in the PowerPoint. 

4. Print handouts: 
• Handout 1A: Developmental Relationships 
• Handout 1B: Case Study (Donald) 
• Handout 1C: Mentor Assessment 

 
Facilitator Tips 

1. Have the LCD projector and computer synchronized. 
• If you are not using an LCD projector, print the script below and use a flip chart to illustrate the topics as 

presented in the PowerPoint. 
2. Have the PowerPoint presentation loaded and in full screen mode. 
3. Have PowerPoint presentation printed out with notes as a Trainer Guide 
4. Have the handouts ready. 
5. Have pens or pencils ready. 

  
Supplies Checklist 

• Laptop (power cord recommended) 
• LCD projector 
• Chart paper, easel, and markers 
• Handouts 
• Pens and pencils 

 
Handouts and Materials 

• For mentors: 
o Module 1 PowerPoint slides (do not include script notes) 
o Handout 1A: Developmental Relationships 
o Handout 1B: Case Study 
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o Handout 1C: Mentor Assessment 
• For trainer: Module 1 PowerPoint presentation with script notes 

 
Sample Agenda 
 

Agenda Time 
Who’s Who Introductions 5 minutes 
Curriculum Overview 2 minutes 
Topic Introduction 5 minutes 
Impacts of Incarceration 8 minutes 
How Mentoring Can Help 15 minutes 
Wrap Up and Assessment 5 minutes 

Module 1 Content Total: 40 minutes 
 

Trainer Guide – Pre-Match Mentor Training 
 
NOTES: The following information include directions on what you will say and do within the context of the PowerPoint 
presentation. This allows you to easily know what slide should be visible and corresponds to the script and activity you 
will be doing with the mentors. Be sure you print the PowerPoint in Notes view so you have your script. Instructions for 
the Activities are integrated into the power point notes. Be sure you have printed the PowerPoint (without notes) for 
the mentors and have them available for those that would like to have them. 
 

Slide 1 
  
Intention:  
Introduce the program and create a common purpose and experience.  
 
Trainer Instructions:  
• Have this slide showing while mentors arrive for the training 
• Have handouts ready for distribution. You will need 3 handouts: 

1A 
• Developmental Relationships, 1B Case Study, and 1C Mentor 

Assessment 
• Greet people as they arrive and invite them to be seated 

 
Key Content: 

• Introduce yourself and your role 
• Designed to build on the training they’ve received thus far by looking deeper at specific aspect 

 
Suggestion Script (2 minutes) 
My name is and I am the (position title) with (organization). I will be providing the training today and you will also see 
me once you’ve been matched (your primary activity where mentors might see you). Thank everyone for making the 
commitment to make a positive difference in the life of a child. Note that mentors will also gain a lot from this 
experience. 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Slide 2 
 
Intention: 
• Introduce the training content and intention 
• Introduce themselves and open the concept of being a 

mentor 
• Create a comfortable space and common purpose for the 

training experience 
 
 
 
 

Training Instructions: 
• You might want to have name tents for mentors to write their names at their places. (optional) 
• In this slide you will have mentors introduce themselves and share briefly who mentored them. It is important to 

emphasize the concept of brief. Be sure to participate in this by sharing who mentored you. 
 
Key Content: 

• Training is considered “pre‐match” because they have not been matched or have just been matched 
• Designed to build on the training they’ve received thus far by looking deeper at specific aspect 
• Prepare for mentoring by increasing understanding of some of the possible circumstances the child and their 

families might be facing 
• Provide information and suggestions to foster a great mentoring experience 
• As mentors embark on this new relationship, the primary task will be getting to know their mentee 
• Once mentors have been matched and had a chance to get to know their mentee, additional training 

opportunities will be provided 
 
Suggested Script (5 minutes) 
We’re going to begin the training by learning about the types of challenges that face many of the families we meet in 
our programs. We will work together to prepare you for mentoring by sharing information about some of the possible 
circumstances the child you will be mentoring ‐ and their families ‐ might be facing and some ways that you – simply 
by being their mentor – can help. This training is considered “pre‐match” because most of you have not yet met your 
mentee. When you do meet your mentee and begin this new relationship, your primary focus will be getting to know 
each other. Once you’ve had a chance to get to know your mentee, additional opportunities for training will be 
provided. 
 
It’s our experience that the more you know, the better prepared you’ll be. So, through training and match support, we’ll 
provide information and suggestions to foster a great mentoring experience for you and your mentee.  
 
To begin, let’s find out who’d in the room. Please take a minute to introduce yourself and tell us who mentored you – f 
you like you can share what they did that you appreciated. 
 
Thank each person as they share and invite the next person until all have shared. Summarize a few examples that 
emerged such as “pushed me to try things” “encouraged me”, or “listened to me”. 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Slide 3 
 
Intention: 
• Introduce the PYD framework 
• Introduce the topic and content for each of the modules 

 
Trainer Instructions: 
• This is designed to provide a context for the overall 

training. 
• You should not dwell on each of the topics – if questions 

arise, suggest that this will be addressed in the module 
when you get to it. 

 
Key Content: 

• Our mentoring approach is based on an idea known as “Positive Youth Development” 
• Will focus on growth and development 
• Pre‐match training for mentors intended to foster a positive experience 
• Four sessions ‐ approximately 30 minutes 
• Module 1 ‐ what a youth with incarcerated parent/caregiver might face 
• Module 2 ‐ how child development is affected by the stress and trauma 
• Module 3 ‐ introduce a concept called Positive Youth Development or PYD 
• Module 4 ‐ builds on Module 3 ‐ mentors to connect their mentees to people and experiences that expand their 

view of the world and what’s possible 
• Mentor assessment an end of each module is for the program to know if they trained well, not a reflection of 

their performance or a screening tool 
• Start now with Module 1 

 
Suggested Script (5 minutes) 
This mentoring model is based on an idea known as “Positive Youth Development” – or PYD – which means that we 
will focus on growth and development – the strengths of the child. This training for mentors is intended to support you, 
your mentee, and their family in having a positive experience by providing you with information and suggestions. There 
are four sessions for the pre‐match training, each session designed to be approximately 30 minutes.  
 
Modules 1 and 2 will provide information that will help you understand what a child might be facing, how and why they 
act in certain ways. And what you as a mentor could do. 
 
Module 1 focuses on what a youth with incarcerated parent/caregiver may be feeling and facing as a result of this 
experience – there can be some pretty harsh realities that lead to high levels of stress and sometimes trauma. 
So, in Module 2 you will learn about how child development is affected by the stress and trauma of parental 
incarceration and how you, as a mentor, might help. 
 
Modules 3 and 4 address the idea of fostering a relationship based on growth and development. 
 
Module 3 will introduce a concept called Positive Youth Development or PYD. This is an approach for working with 
youth that is based on strengthening their personal assets. PYD has proved to be an effective strategy and has 
indications that it may be particularly effective for youth who have or have had an incarcerated parent because of the 
experiences they often face. 
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The 4th Module will build on what you learn in Module 3 by focusing on an integral component of mentoring using the 
PYD approach ‐ the ability for mentors to connect their mentees to people and experiences that expand their circles of 
support, and view of the world and what’s possible for them. 
 
At the end of each module, we will check how well we did in sharing the information by asking you to complete a brief 
assessment – 6 questions. Your performance on this is to see how we did, not how you did, so please don’t feel 
concerned that this will in some way influence whether or not you’ll be matched. We appreciate your help with this. 
 
We’re really excited about this and are glad you’ll be participating! Let’s get started. 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Slide 4 
 
Intention: 
Introduce topic for Module 1 and why it’s being shared. 
 
Trainer Instructions: 
You will explain why information about the impact of 
incarceration is important. 
 
  
 

 
Key Content: 

• Children with a parent/caregiver that is incarcerated often face a number of difficult realities 
• Most people are not aware of these circumstances 
• It’s important to understand these situations and to understand your role as a mentor 
• Each person has a unique story. Not all children face all of these situations. 
• The child you are matched with may not know about the incarceration – even though it is impacting them. Your 

match support will talk with you about this when you learn about your match. 
  
Suggested Script (3 minutes) 
As you know, the program is focused specifically on children that have, or have had, a parent or primary caregiver 
incarcerated. So, in this first session, we’re going to spend some time learning about what it’s like for a child when 
their parent or primary caregiver has been incarcerated. Many would refer to these children and their families as the 
“invisible victims of crime” or “unintended victims” because, though they are deeply impacted, many people do not 
think about the act that the incarceration might affect others in that person’s family or how it might affect them. 
Typically, most people are not aware of the realities that we’re going to discuss. 
 
We believe that as mentors, it would be helpful for you to understand some of the realities that could be facing these 
families – the feelings that your mentee might have and the situations they have to deal with in their day to day lives. 
At the same time, it’s important to understand that not every child will be having the same experience. Each of us has 
a unique story and your mentee is no different than anyone else. 
 
It’s important to point out that the child you are matched with may not know about the incarceration – even though it is 
impacting them. our match support will talk with you about this when you learn about your match. 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Slide 5 
 
Intention: 
Review the goals of Module 1 
 
Trainer Instructions: 
• First you will explain the content that will be covered. 
• Next you will engage the group in a true/false “quiz” to 

begin to debunk some common myths and get them 
thinking about information that they may not be aware of 
regarding these children and their families. 

• When doing the quiz, pose the question and allow for 
answers from the group before providing the answer. It’s important to keep the answers brief and remind them that 
you’ll cover the content. Avoid in‐depth explanation at this time. 
 
Key Content: 

• Realities of parental incarceration 
• Feelings associated with parental incarceration 
• Impact children’s relational skills 
• Role as a mentor in supporting a child 

 
Suggested Script (3 minute) 
There are several things that we hope you will understand at the end of this session.  
 
We’d hope you’ll gain a deeper understanding of some of the realities that families might face – although we do ask 
you to keep in mind that each family’s experience is unique. 
 
By better understanding some of the feelings your mentee might have and how they might demonstrate this when they 
are with you, you will be better able to get to know your mentee. 
 
And, finally, we’ll discuss your role as a mentor to support the child and help them cope – and to communicate with 
your match support about concerns that you might have. 
 
We’ll start with a little quiz on some basic facts – let do a quick True or False just for fun – you can answer out loud, or 
jot it down: 
 
True or False: When a parent is incarcerated, every effort is made to make sure they are housed in a facility close to 
home so their family can visit them. (false) 
 
True or False: When a parent is incarcerated, the children are usually put into foster care and become involved in the 
child welfare system. (false) 
 
True or False: There are over 5 million children impacted by parental incarceration in our country today. (true) 
 
True or False: Most police have protocols in place to ensure that a child never witnesses the arrest of their parent.  
(false) 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Slide 6 
  
Intention: 
Provide an overview of the information regarding how  
incarceration affects families and allow the group to respond at 
the end. These facts typically surprise people because they 
haven’t been aware through direct experience. 
 
Trainer Instructions: 
This slide shares a lot of information specific to the incidence of   
parental incarceration. 
 

Key Content: 
• Research examining the circumstances facing the families of incarcerated and some very alarming information 
• 5 million children have been impacted by parental incarceration‐1 in 14 children 
• Incarcerated parents are being held in facilities far from home 
• Parent/caretaker may decide not to tell the child about the circumstances of their other parent’s absence 
• Match support will share that information with you prior to the match  

 
Suggested Script (5 minutes) 
There has been a great deal of research examining the circumstances facing the families of the incarcerated and 
some very alarming information has been documented. In order for you to understand the extent of the situation and 
therefore, the need for supports for these children, we want to share a few facts that might surprise you. 
 
A recently released study estimates that over 5 million children have been impacted by parental incarceration. Broken 
down, this would be 1 in 14 children. So, think about what that means for just the people in this room – (insert example 
– such as, “there are 14 of us in this room, so one of us has been affected”.) 
 
Over half of children of incarcerated parents are under the age of 10. And more than a third of these children will reach 
the age of 18 while their parent remains incarcerated – essentially growing up without them. 
 
Increasingly, incarcerated parents are being held in facilities far from home. The majority of children of incarcerated 
parents (over 60%) live between 101‐500 miles away from their parent which makes visiting their parent difficult for 
many reasons. Transportation, cost, schedules. Many children are not able to maintain a close parent/child 
relationship through regular visitation. Some communities have programs where transportation is provided but there 
are many challenges – time, being able to enter once you arrive, balancing with school and work. 
 
In an effort to protect the child from the experience, it is not unusual for the parent/caretaker of the child to decide not 
to tell the child about the circumstances of their other parent’s absence. Your match support will share that information 
with you prior to the match and discuss what you’ll need to do in order to respect the wishes of the family in this 
decision. 
 
Ask: Are any of these facts surprising to you? 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Slide 7 
 
Intention: 
Provide an overview of the situations that may arise in meeting 
basic need for families of incarcerated. 
 
Trainer Instructions: 
This slide shares a lot of information specific to the incidence of 
parental incarceration. 
 
 
 

Key Content: 
• Mentors might see some living situations that are untraditional and seem stressful 
• Families are dealing with other issues while also coping with the loss of a caregiver 
• Child may be deprived of important socialization, parental supervision, role models, and emotional support 

needed for healthy development 
• Need to depend on others such as move in with other family members or friends 
• Caregiver is often a grandparent 
• Mentor’s primary focus is the child – try to have an open mind to situations you may not understand 

 
Suggested Script (5 minutes) 
Many of these families are dealing with other issues while also coping with the loss of a caregiver and supporter for 
the family – poverty is high among these families with unstable employment and housing being related challenges. 
There may also be medical and mental health issues. 
 
If the incarcerated parent was positively involved in the family prior to incarceration, the child may lose important  
socialization, parental supervision, role models, and emotional support with that person – important for healthy 
development. 
  
The incarceration of a primary provider can result in the need to move in with other family members or friends because 
housing couldn’t be maintained. Often this also means a new community and a new school. Several moves as families 
share the burden of caring for the children are also not uncommon. 
 
Ask: Do any of you know someone that is older that cares for a young child? What issues do you think could emerge 
for someone who is caring for their grandchild(ren) or nieces/nephews? 
 
One thing that is important to remember is that although incarcerated, these parents love their children and care about 
them very much. As a mentor, your focus is on the child and learning about them. Try to have an open mind to 
situations that you may not understand. 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Slide 8 
 
Intention:  
Provide an overview of how incarceration can impact a child and 
the resulting feelings that can impact how they interact with 
others. 
 
Trainer Instructions:  
• This slide provides information about what the child could 

be experiencing and the feelings that can affect how they 
related to others.   

• The slide provides a visual reference for the content you 
will discuss in the suggested script. 

 
Key Content: 

• Incarceration can create many negative feelings/behaviors within youth 
• The impacts can vary by child 
• Typical areas of impact include: stigma, poverty, sense of loss, guilt, depression, and/or trauma. 
• These feelings can affect the way a child interacts with others. 

 
Suggested Script (5 minutes) 
Separation from a parent due to incarceration is as painful as other forms of parental loss. The experience can lead to 
many negative feelings for a child. Consider your own experience – how do you interact with others on a really great 
day? What about when you are coping with a lot of heavy challenges? Some children live in daily struggles and it can 
affect how they interact with the people around them – family, teachers, friends. 
 
Children of incarcerated parents have reported that they face social stigma in schools, communities, and from peers 
that may lead to bullying or feelings of isolation – a sense of “otherness”. Some people in their lives might even 
suggest that the child will inevitably follow in the incarcerated parent’s footsteps and will also be incarcerated. These 
messages of expectations of failure can impact a child’s view of their future. 
 
There is research that tells us that more than half of the children of incarcerated parents have had school problems 
such as poor grades, antisocial and delinquent behavior, and an increased likelihood of developing mental health 
problems. It is not really difficult to understand how this would be true if you are feeling some or all of these feelings on 
this slide, is it? 
 
We’ve learned a great deal about the impact of parental incarceration through research, family experiences, and the 
children themselves. It is clear that parental incarceration can have a significant impact on children financially, 
emotionally, developmentally, and behaviorally. So what can we – here in this room ‐ do? 
 
We can be a mentor. 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Slide 9 
 
Intention: 
• This slide will flip the conversation to a more positive tone 

by introducing the idea of mentoring and its role in positive 
youth outcomes. 

• The focus is to emphasize the importance of mentoring 
and it sets up the next slide on developmental 
relationships. 

 
 

 
Trainer Instructions:  
To engage the group in thinking about positive outcomes for youth, begin by asking the question what do any of us 
want for our children? Allow a few responses to get them thinking about positive aspects of youth development. 
 
Key Content: 

• Mentoring is linked to many positive outcomes for youth 
• High quality mentoring relationships are caring, supportive, meaningful, reciprocal 
• Mentoring relationship result in the youth’s sense of agency and belonging 

 
Suggested Script (5 minutes) 
What do any of us want for our children, or children we love and care about? Allow a few responses from group. We 
want them to be happy, to learn and grow, and to eventually find their way to a career and independence as an adult. 
None of us wish for negative circumstances but the reality is that most will face at least a few. Some will face much 
more than a few. 
 
In order to help children and youth overcome loss and trauma, caregivers and other adults must make every effort to  
ensure that they feel secure, protected, and loved. Mentoring is well documented to have a positive impact on 
children’s lives – they do better in school and have high goals for the future. 
 
Children need trusted caregivers and other engaged adults in their lives that are emotionally available and physically 
present. These “caring adults” serve as “protective factors” for youth. While it is not possible to change environmental 
factors that youth encounter, it is possible to help them develop and increase coping skills to deal with what they are 
experiencing. 
 
As a mentor, your role is simple ‐ to develop a caring and supportive relationship with your mentee. A relationship that 
is meaningful for both of you. If there are concerns that emerge, you have a match support person that knows the 
family well and can follow‐up with them so that you can stay focused on developing a positive relationship with the 
child. 
 
Studies of mentor relationships and youth development have found that youth who had a mentoring relationship during 
adolescence had better outcomes in the areas of education, employment, mental health, behavior/risk, and health. It’s 
important to note that these benefits of mentoring are based on the extent that the mentor and youth forge a strong 
connection characterized by mutuality, trust, and empathy. 
 
In order to forge this type of close connection, it is important that mentors spend time with a mentee consistently and 
over a significant period of time (at least one year) and focus their efforts on the mentee’s interests and goals. To 
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provide opportunities to explore and expand their view of themselves and the possibilities for the future. 
 
As a mentor, you can make a huge difference just by caring and being there. 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
  

Slide 10 
 
Intention: 
Introduce the idea of a “developmental relationship” and discuss 
ways to foster a developmental relationship with mentee. 
 
Trainer Instructions: 
• Pass out Handout 1A Developmental Relationships as you 

begin to discuss the content of this slide. 
• Briefly introduce each quality of a developmental 

relationship and follow prompts on some of them for 
insights from the group to help them better integrate the 
content.  

• Pass out/reference Handout 1B after you cover the five qualities. You will then ask mentors to apply the  
• information to a Case Study about “Donald”. Ask mentors to read Donald’s case study thinking about the five 

qualities. Ask them to share examples of how a mentor might be demonstrate the quality of “sharing power” as 
an example for what they will do next. 

• Ask mentors to get into pairs (or if at small tables, at their table) and discuss some examples of things you 
could say or do – if you were his mentor ‐ that might convey these qualities to Donald. Give them 3‐5 minutes 
to have this conversation. 

• Bring group back together and ask them to share the ideas they came up with. 
 
Key Content 

• Mentors can encourage a strong, youth‐centered relationship with mentees. 
• Developmental relationship is defined as a relationship with a close connection that shapes the young person’s 

identity. 
• There are 5 elements to developmental relationships: express care, challenge growth, provide support, share 

power, and expand possibilities (see detailed explanation for each in the suggested script). 
• Group will generate examples of how a mentor could demonstrate each of these qualities. 
• Apply these concepts to the case study about Donald. 

  
Suggested Script (10‐15 minutes) 
Pass out Handout 1A Developmental Relationships as you begin talking. 
 
One way that mentors can encourage a strong, youth‐centered relationship with mentees is by forming and 
encouraging developmental relationships. This concept is really pretty basic. You no doubt have relationships with 
people in your life now that reflect these qualities. 
 
A Developmental relationship is a term used to describe a close connection between a youth and adult (or peer) that   
“powerfully and positively shapes the young person’s identity and helps the young person develop a thriving   
mindset…not just to survive, but thrive”. 
 
Developmental relationships provide a variety of opportunities for youth to grow and expand their opportunities in life, 
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family, school and their future endeavors. There are five qualities defined for a developmental relationship. This 
handout provides some information about each of these. Briefly review each of the qualities below. Note that this 
content is on the handout. 
  

• Express care by being present and paying attention to youth when you are with them; being warm and 
expressing positive feelings toward youth; investing time and energy to do things for and with the youth; 
showing interest in what is important to the youth and what they care about; and by being dependable— 
someone the youth can trust and count on. 

 
Ask: Can you think of an example of how you’ve seen care expressed? 

 
• Challenge growth by inspiring youth to see future possibilities; having expectations that the youth live up to 

their full potential; recognizing thoughts and abilities while pushing the youth to strengthen them; and by 
holding the youth accountable for appropriate boundaries and rules. 

 
Ask: How have you challenged growth in a young person you cared about? 

 
• Provide support by encouraging efforts and achievements; guiding youth through practical assistance and 

feedback; modeling appropriate behaviors, reactions, and responses to situations and emotions. 
 

• Share power by giving youth the opportunity to identify their feelings and let them know that many feelings 
such as fear, anger, sadness, and anxiety are normal; respecting youth’s opinions and considering them when  
making decisions; understanding and responding to a youth’s needs, interests and abilities; and collaborating 
with youth to accomplish goals and solve problems. 

 
Ask: What are some simple ways a mentor could “share power”? 

 
• Expand possibilities by providing the opportunities youth need to explore their environment, learn, and grow 

while feeling safe, supported, and nurtured; exposing youth to new ideas, experiences and places; helping 
youth work through barriers and introducing growth opportunities. 

  
Let’s spend some time with this idea. Trainer note: It’s not important for mentors to be exactly correct but rather to 
consider this content. If they do not say the answer provided, suggest that it would also be an example of the quality 
noted at the end of each example below. 
 
I’m going to toss out a statement and you tell me which of these developmental qualities are reflected. 
 

• Hey, would you like to check out that Boys and Girls Club over in your new neighborhood? Maybe play some 
ball? (sharing power) 

• Are you getting used to the new place? Did you know anyone that lives there before you moved? (expressing 
care, providing support) 

• What would you like to do next week? I have a few ideas but what are you thinking? (sharing power) 
• Have you ever considered checking out that community center down the street? They might have some cool 

stuff going on? (challenging growth) 
• Would you like to write a letter to your Dad? I could help you with it, and help get it mailed if you want. 

(providing support) 
• You must really miss your mom – sounds like nice lady. What do you two like doing together? (expressing 

care) 
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Let’s take it one step further and look at a case study. I’d like to do an activity with you that considers the story of a 
young man named “Donald”. His Case Study is on this handout. This story is on Handout 1B which may be a separate 
sheet or printed on the other side of Handout 1A. Direct accordingly to the story of Donald. 
 
Please get into pairs (if group is large could be 3‐4) and read the case study. Afterwards, discuss some examples of 
what a mentor could say or do that would convey one of the qualities of a developmental relationship. Afterwards we 
will share briefly. Let’s take about 5 minutes. 
 
Ok, let’s hear about some of what you came up with. (Make sure all five get addressed in some way – if they don’t 
label the quality, you could recognize it as what it is. Example: Yes, telling them that it sounds frustrating is a way of 
“expressing care” or taking Donald to a basketball game is a way of “expanding possibilities”. ) 
 

Ask: How could this is be helpful for Donald? 
 
You folks did great with this! 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

Slide 11 
 
Intention: 
Conclude the training and prepare for next training 
 
Trainer Instructions: 
• Thank the mentors for their participation while you pass out 

the brief assessment. 
• Mentors will complete the brief assessment (Handout 1C). 
• If the session will continue with Module 2: Invite mentors to 

take 5‐10 minute break and ask them to return for part 2 at 
a specific time. 

• If the session will be over for the day, thank mentors and make sure they are aware of when Module 2 training will 
be offered. 

 
Key Content: 

• Hand out mentor assessment 
• Invite mentors to next training on Module 2 

 
Suggested Script (2 minutes) 
So let’s take a few minutes to share some insights you gained today. Ask: What is one thing you learned that will be 
helpful to you as a mentor? 
 
Thank you for your time. We’ll take a short stretch break, but first, please take a minute to complete this brief 
assessment to let us know if the training was effective.  
 


